TERCIO RANCH and SHEEP CAMP TRACT
Hunting Rules
1. Maps showing ranch boundaries and access points will be available to successful applicants.
2. The Check-in point is designated on the map. ALL hunters must check-in at the check-in point before
hunting and must check-out at that point at the end of each hunting day. The check-in point will be staffed
one hour before sunrise and one hour after sunset. You can contact the Ranch office to make other
arrangements if necessary (719.868.2223). After you have been briefed by Ranch staff, you may use the
provided check in/out form to check in and out. YOU MUST REMEMBER TO CHECK-IN/OUT OR
YOU WILL NOT BE ALLOWED BACK TO HUNT. Each public hunter will be given lock
combinations for the gates at Check-in that are for their hunting use only. Sheep Camp Tract is Walk-in
only from the designated parking areas. Successful hunters can use existing roads for game retrieval on
Sheep Camp Tract only after they get permission from Ranch staff.
3. The Ranch contains a number of 6-7 foot high fenced elk exclosures which were constructed in an effort
to protect aspen regeneration. Access is not permitted within these exclosures.
4. Scouting trips before the season are not allowed.
5. Any hunter that wounds an animal will cease hunting until a reasonable effort has been made to find and
kill the wounded animal. The hunter must notify a Colorado Parks and Wildlife officer before following a
wounded animal onto neighboring property.
6. Hunters are only allowed to hunt during legal hunting hours each day.
7. No overnight use/camping on the Ranch is permitted.
8. No fires are allowed.
9. All vehicles, including ATVs, must stay on established roads.
10. Hunters are not allowed to walk onto the property from public roads unless they have first checked in.
11. Only the licensed hunter and one unarmed companion will be allowed on the Ranch. License holders
who would like to have their minor children accompany them as extra guests may do so after obtaining
permission from the Ranch.
12. Hunting species other than the one indicated on the special license is not allowed, i.e. varmint, furbearer,
mountain lion, or small game hunting. Other activities such as fishing, wood hauling, antler collecting, etc.
are not allowed.
13. All successful hunters are required to fill out a harvest form for the Ranch’s records.
14. Animal carcasses need to be taken with the successful hunter or moved at least 50 yards from a road if
the hunter is utilizing the “gutless or quick-quarter” processing method and not loading the whole animal.

